25th March 2020
Hi ,
Hope this message find you well and safe.
I wanted to share with you the mobile app we've developed for South Africa which runs on THE
OUTSYSTEMS PLATFORM to track and trace the spread of COVID-19 via cellphones ( Check out
the Link: https://bit.ly/2vDoqsX ). South Africa is going on a lock down for 21 days from tomorrow
and we would like to scale the APP.
But most importantly, this is a Citizen's initiative to help Government manage the crisis and we
need all the help we can to stop the spread and OutSystems technology can play a very crucial
role in tracking the movement of the people as the virus spread.
I am hoping you can help in facilitating a discussion with yourself or Outsystems Sales team on a
special Outsystems license for this initiative. Secondly, I am keen to speed up the app launch on
Play Store, Apple Store and Huawei App Gallery.
Tomorrow I am meeting with the Department of Science and Technology, Department of Health
and Department of Communications to share the capabilities of the app.
On the app we do not collect or publish an personal identifiable information of any user but rather
tracking their movement via GPS and Cellphone tower triangulation. This allows us to create virus
heat maps by tracking infected persons movements and enforce quarantines. In South Korea for
example, Government decided to put wrist bands on all infected users so they can track them,
however in South Africa we do not have time or stock availability for such tools. Smart Phones and
GPS capabilities is all we have.
I looked at the licensing and it will cost thousands of dollars to run 3 environments, which is the
money we do not have and with country on lock down, Government is also not well positioned to
absorb such costs.
I am hoping you can see value in this and we can collaborate somehow or we can discuss special
licensing terms.
Kindly see attached. I look forward to your response.
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